t'ica ot the alphabet, spaces between
1'1'"'.trrls. the printing press, and standard
:zed spelling. Writing is now a mature
�. a.'td the link between the sounds of
and the black marks on a page
a book are quite abstract. Figure 2
w!!lttasts (a} a sonogram, a straightfor
,.:-,.,rtl way to visualize vocal sound, with
the much more abstract form of
�em written language.

z

a sense, reading is hearing with your
�fees. This cross-sensory substitution is
related to a sensory transducer
Z1lc the imperceptible. For the deaf, the
�tm<l of human speech is an impercep
mi: phenomenon. If it were possible
etc �e a device that converted speech
r,;mtten text in reaHime, this device
�d in effect allow a deaf person to
�- This capability-real-time, speaker
bciependent, continuous speech recog
tition - has not ·yet been achieved. It
;Y.,ght to be possible, nevertheless, to
Jeate some kind of real-time visual
:representation of the sound of speech
that, when visually superimposed on
'4�e movements of the lips and face, is
sufficient to allow a deaf person to
comprehend what is being said.

Poem

{a)

(b)

figure 2: What does speech look like?
(a} sonogram (b} English prose

What does computation look like? The
step-by-step action of a computer as it
manipulates data under the control of
a program is a dynamic process that
could be given an animated graphical
representation, but there is currently no
widely used or accepted depiction of the
process of computation. Computation
is currently invisible.
The electronic expansion of human
perception has, as its manifest destiny.
to cover the entire human sensorium.
Ultraviolet rays that will cause a sun
burn hours later might be mapped to an
insi stent vibration on the skin. Danger
ous radiation which would kill you in a
few minutes might be signaled directly
with purposely induced pain. If each
computer instruction were mapped to
its own audible frequency, then each
computer program would, because of its
characteris tic sequence of instructions,
make its own re-cognizable sound.

Real-Space Databases
Information is often associated with
location. Maps, inventories, and mailing
lists are. in essence, lists of information
about objects and features at specific
locations.
Using a see-through Head-Mounted
Display which tracks its location in the
world, graphic data files could be spa
tially registered with the i:eal world.
A particular graphic object from the
data file would be seen sitting at one
spot in the world, and nowhere else.
The data file would·give the coordinates
of the object's location - a very accurate
latitude, longitude, and height above
sea level - and only at that location

could it be seen. Michael Naimark, a
San Francisco media technologist, has
coined the term "real-space imaging"
to describe graphics that are registered
with the rea1 world, just as real-time
graphics are synchronized with events
in the real world.
To find a specific item whose location in
a company's huge warehouse is known,
a huge red blinking arrow could appear
in the air above the item, always remain
ing above it as you approached. Ghostly
computer graphic labels could be at
tached to real-world objects and places.
At specific places, you could leave notes
to yourself that only you could see
("Don't eat at this place again"). You
could leave warnings for others or
scrawl rude graffiti.
The difference between these virtual
labels and real physical ones is that
everyone can see physical labels, where
as each virtual label exists in some
spatial data file and can only be seen
if you have loaded that file into your
Head-Mounted Display. This means,
unfortunately, that virtual billboards
will probably not replace the physical
ones that line the highways - they
would be too easy to turn off. To guide
you to her house, a friend might give
you, not written directions or a map,
but a spatial data file that had an orange
stripe hovering ten feet above the road
along the route from your house to hers.
It would be difficult to miss a tum at an
intersection where the orange stripe
above you veered to the right.
Geographicai information systems,
which have become popular lately, are
in essence computerized maps. Informa-

Figure 1: What
does a molecule
look like?
Two representa
tions of dihydro
folate reductase:
fa) touching
spheres; {I,) rib
bon backbone.
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